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WISH HOUSE NEWS #3
Greetings!
WISH HOUSE is the group, sponsored by Japanese, for caring children who have problems
which were dropped out the school, labored and have no chance to study because of poverty.
Here will be the shelter of the children who have problems and try to protect them temporarily
from their problems.

Ⅰ. Training Center
On March 2012, we finished building the second floor of our institution in Purok 4,
Mangan-vaca. On the second floor, we started the Training Center for the young above 16 years
old.

1. The Computers and typewriter learning
Right now, we have two computers and one typewriter. The people use them for filing the data,
making the documents, designing the pictures and watching the photos and the videos.
There is software “Windows Office 2010”, and especially we could promote learning the works
for the secretary.

2. The sewing machines learning
We have two sewing machines and we open them for leaning anybody in the community.

Especially for the young who will have their families near future, we will make a class . We also
have sewing materials which donated from Japan. We hope the class will be spread to the wide
vision.

3. Library
We own about 1,000 books and the
50 books of them are for the young
which are the encyclopedia, the
collection of photographs and the
dictionaries,
the
teaching
materials’ CD-ROM and the
videos. We hope to collect those
kinds of books more and people
will get more information!!

Ⅱ．Japanese culture exchange
From Japan, we have many unique donations! The children enjoy those traditional things and
learn international vision through those. There were Japanese visitors also came to WISH
HOUSE.

1. “Soroban” traditional calculation 2. “Kabuto” traditional doll for the boys
Japanese visitor visited the area around Subic.

3. The

Ⅴ. Petition to the Mayor
1. Information; If there are the children who cannot go to school because of poverty in Subic,
we are pleased to know and care them on our institution. We would like you to inform us
the children. We will do our activities under your regulations.

We appreciate with all your cooperation and understandings of our project!!

